ARTS@Home
Art Rewards The student

Teaching Artist:
Diane Egger-Bovet
Supplies
Pencils
Paper
Imagination

Optional
Colored pencils
Paint brushes
Markers
Paint
Take a DOT for a walk and get a LINE
Lines are everywhere. Look around.
Practice drawing these lines

- Thin
- Zigzag
- Wavy
- Thick
- Castle
- Cross hatch
- Curve
- Spiral
- Dotted
- Scribble
- Step
- Loopy
- Jagged
Try to **draw** these lines
Can you see the dots?
Can you see the lines?

Draw them!
Look at these images. Try to draw them using simple LINES and a dot. IS it soothing?
Now let's draw a pear. Start by drawing the outside line or Contour Line. Use a pear as a guide (photo or real).
Play with adding lines to give your Pear shape.
Can you draw this image?

Have Fun!
Now let's take our line for a **WALK**

- start with a **dot**
- Don't lift your pencil **off** of the page

start
Fill each section with a different kind of line.
Draw an outline of your hand

Traditional Henna Designs

Fill it with Lots of Lines
Drawing lines can be relaxing.

How do the lines you draw make you feel?
These images are all made with Lines. Lines are Expressive.
Lines are Everywhere! Enjoy Drawing!